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Love Light
Friday at 9 AM Pacific

Tune in

October 23rd 2020: Growing Pains: Making
Room for the True You to Emerge

How can you live an inspired life and become
more of who you truly are? Guest Rometris
Davis-Wright is an Inspirer, Speaker, Author and
Mentor with extensive study in personal selfdevelopment and healing. She has helped inspire
and transform the lives of thousands of clients
internationally and from all walks of life and
backgrounds. Rometris will provide examples of
life experiences that you may have already gone
through or experiences that life may soon bring
you. She will share how happily ever after is
actually about being happy with what is right now
and trusting that there is always mor
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Featured Guest
Rometris Davis-Wright
Rometris is an Inspirer, Author and Mentor with over 20 years of
experience and extensive study in personal self-development and
healing with a strong background in leadership. Her passion also
includes public speaking engagements that encourage living an inspired
life of authenticity, empowerment and confidence. Rometris has helped
inspire and transform the lives of thousands of clients internationally
from many walks of life and backgrounds through her speaking events,
private sessions and courses both online and in-person. In Rometris's
work she uses her innate leadership qualities and empathy to provide
clarity, guidance, support, motivation or whatever is required to create
lifelong t
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